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    1. Bird Song  2. Waterfall  3. If You Call Out  4. Fat Cats & Thin Dogs  5. Missed Train Blues 
6. The Grind  7. Love Gone Bad  8. Ballad of the Peg Leg  9. Live Every Day  10. Titan's Blues 
11. Travelin' Shoes  12. Roo Chase (Jumpin' Joey)    Joe Filisko – harmonica  Eric Noden -
guitar    

 

  

Just a few short years after their first meeting, Filisko and Noden are displaying their compelling
musicality on the world stage. They’ve performed at the legendary Chicago Blues Festival, the
Paramount Blues Festival in Grafton, Wisconsin (where some of the greatest of the early blues
recordings were made); Sweden’s Eslov Blues Festival; and the Festival Ecaussines in
Belgium. The duo also recorded the theme song for the “Sweet Folk Chicago” on the legendary
Chicago radio station WFMT. Joe and Eric are expert practitioners of harmonica and guitar
styles that defined the blues in its earliest days but are now all too rarely heard. Both of these
standout performers also teach and make it a point to share the insights they’ve gained from
two lifetimes of deep research into the history of the music. For several years the city of
Trossingen, Germany—the home of the Hohner harmonica company—has invited Filisko and
Noden to conduct master workshops, and the pair has also offered joint workshops and
performances at Australia’s Playmakers Festival, the Harmonicales Festival in France, and at
the Old Town School of Folk Music in Chicago.

  

Joe Filisko and Eric Noden’s stellar debut recording, “Live,” pays homage to the deepest of
those fabled blues traditions, but they are no stuffy traditionalists intent on recreating the
recordings of past masters. Their latest recording, “I.C. Special,” features 15 knockout original
tunes that demonstrate how they are using their mastery of classic styles to create an
exhilarating, new approach to the blues. The recordings of Filisko and Noden document their
joint journey from total immersion in the richest and most complex classic blues stylings to
vibrant, original, 21st-century music that moves the blues forward. Each performer brings
unique qualities to the duo. --- rootsduo.com
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